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ABSTRACT

Because of its diversity, the soil is arguably the most challenging frontier in biology. Soil houses the most complex microbial communities because of its ancient history; complex sets of interrelating gradients; and protective, isolating, and relatively resource-poor and stable physical structure. This results in an incredibly diverse set of gene sequences, at least on the scale at which soils are normally sampled. These genes and their host microbes catalyze vital functions ranging from biogeochemical cycles, to greenhouse gas flux, to water quality, to plant and animal health. The new molecular and omic technologies provide scientists with the opportunity to understand and eventually better manage some of these communities, but today’s challenges lies in analyzing the massive amount of currently short sequences. I will discuss three components that underpin the understanding of soil communities: their compilation of subcommunities, the species and pan-genome perspective, and the initial efforts to link sequence and function. I will use examples from agricultural, permafrost, tropical, rhizosphere, and native ecosystems that include both shotgun and gene-targeted (amplicon) sequencing of key (eco)functional genes, nifH and bphA, for nitrogenase and aromatic degradation, respectively.
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